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A BESTSELLER IN THE MAKING Democristan-Where
democracy becomes a mockery and political theories are
fabricated as per personal will, the ultimate idea is about
making money. The opposition leader Vikraman rules the
state as the designated next Chief Minister when it
happens… The arrival of a lovechild from the
underground period of the communist leader turns the
tables. In a night bus from Chennai to Trivandrum, an old
man sits with his head packed in muffler looking down as
a failed man in life. Who is he? A political satire of rare
quality where social criticism is boundless. An original
novel of unparalleled kind that laughs at behind the
scenes in politics and media. Mumbai to Varanasi and
Punjab to Kanyakumari, this pan-Indian novel takes you
through the dens of frauds. For those who enjoyed The
God of Small Things, Q and A (Slumdog Millionaire), and
The White Tiger, another treat from Indian realities. The
funny, shocking truths from the desk of an extremely
experienced journalist.
This memoir was inspired by the authors encounter with
Palestinian women political prisoners of NeveTirza Beit
Soar. It begins with the journey she took through North
Africa in 1970 and ends in an Israeli jail. It describes a
tumultuous era, the experiences of women travelling
unescorted amidst men, and the daily life of an Israeli
prison. The tales of The Prison Dance are poignant,
sometimes tragic, but frequently humorous, owing to the
often bizarre quality of events that transpired. As the
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author was a dancer, the reader experiences these
events through the eyes of Dance. Powerful and
affectingGreat subjectstill current in spite of the
intervening yearsa valuable document of those times.
Hank Schachte, author of Killing time
This dictionary is intended for the use of foreign readers
and thus pays special attention to the translation of the
Chinese terms or the use of their English equivalents.
Over 4,500 Chinese words and 70,000 entries of terms
have been included, among them more than 20,000 are
new entries. They are words and terms that appear since
the 1990s and have a wide coverage.
Keeping in view the role of the police in a modern
society, the respect for the rule of law and the trust of the
community as a critical resource, more and more police
organizations around the world have embraced
Community Policing with the objective of making the
police sensitive to the needs of the community. However,
in the absence of an institutional and legal framework
and a resultant lack of understanding of the dynamics of
policy processes, many such initiatives failed to stand
the tes...
As a Christian mother, I try to teach my daughters
lessons of God's love and grace. However, as they grow,
I find my girls are the ones teaching me God-sized
lessons. I’ve learned to throw out my plans and live by
faith. I’ve learned to earnestly pray and wait expectantly
for God’s response. I’ve learned to listen for God’s still,
small voice. I’ve learned to roll up my sleeves and be a
“fisher of men.” I’ve learned to seek God’s blessings in
the practical day-to-day experiences of life. I hope you
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are drawn into these devotions of love and laughter. This
compilation of true tales contains honest confessions,
humor, and scriptural wisdom. May you laugh out loud at
my foibles but ultimately realize when we are weak, God
is strong. He loves us unconditionally, and His grace is
sufficient.
This narrative history of one of the most far-reaching
social movements in the 20th century shows how it
defied the law and made the use of contraception an
acceptable social practice—and a necessary component
of modern healthcare. * 15 photographs and images of
the major players in the movement and of key
publications and contraceptive devices * A selected
bibliography and extensive end notes, providing an up-todate source for primary and secondary material on the
birth control movement
How did a little urchin, born in the last months of World
War II in the back streets of Northampton, grow up to
eventually occupy the chair of the town's Police
Commander? This autobiography chronicles a childhood
that may be seen as lonely, and provides an insight into
what happened in a number of high profile cases, both
local and national.
"A crossword dictionary with all the words solvers need
and none of the ones they do not need! When it comes
to puzzle dictionaries, it is the quality of what's inside that
counts. Who needs a plethora of synonyms that never
appear in an actual crossword? So, authors Kevin
McCann and Mark Diehl analyzed thousands of
crosswords to amass an up-to-date list of words that
regularly turn up in today's top puzzles. To make the
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dictionary even easier to use, the most popular answers
stand out in easy-to-see red, while charts highlight
frequently sought-after information such as Oscar
winners and Popes' names. Crossword fans will keep
this right next to their favorite puzzles!"--Publisher's
description.
A romantic comedy and standalone sequel chronicling
the life and loves of a female British Policewoman on the
beat, set in the Heritage City of Bath, UK. PC Sally
Gentle is now a fully fledged officer and 'Girl Cop in
Trouble' takes Sally on another action packed and
emotional journey as she strives to hone her policing
skills. The day to day sights afforded by her unique
access all areas profession bring with them extremes of
emotion from dealing with eccentric members of the
public to coping with death on various levels. But there's
trouble ahead when Sally's attempts to consolidate her
relationship with Alex are hampered after she is accused
of crimes against Alex's ex. This fast paced romantic
comedy will have you laughing and crying in equal
measures as it chronicles Sally's experience of policing
and love in the 1990s. 'Girl Cop in Trouble' will continue
to support The Police Dependants' Trust and St Peter's
Hospice.
At the age of 23, Stacy Dittrich became the first female
officer hired by her town in Ohio. In Stumbling Along the
Beat, Dittrich reveals, for the first time, what she really
faced when she put on her uniform and badge. In this
uncensored account, she takes the reader behind the
scenes to show the realities of life inside a local police
department. She lays bare the discrimination she faced,
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the ugly politics within the department, and how she
finally won the respect she deserved. Reflecting on her
years of work in the sex crimes unit, Dittrich tells how
she learned to keep her composure in the face of some
of the most horrifying and heartbreaking crimes
imaginable. Finally, she reveals her daily struggle to
balance her work with her life as the mother of two young
daughters and the wife of a fellow police officer, including
the fear that when she kisses her family good-bye to go
to work, it might be for the last time. Funny, moving, and
fast-paced, Stumbling Along the Beat is as unforgettable
as it is eye-opening. Dittrich’s story will obliterate any
preconceived notions of what it means to be a cop,
especially when you’re also a woman.
Emma Peel wearing her “kinky boots.” Amanda King
and her poppy seed cake. Julie Barnes at her hippie pad.
Honey West with her pet ocelot. Television’s female
spies and crimefighters make quite an impression, yet
there hasn’t been a reference book devoted to them
until now. This encyclopedic work covers 350 female
spies, private investigators, amateur sleuths, police
detectives, federal agents and crime-fighting
superheroes who have appeared in more than 250
series since the 1950s, with an emphasis on lead or
noteworthy characters. Entries are alphabetical by
series, featuring credits and synopses, notable plot
points, interesting facts and critical commentary on
seminal series and characters. A brief history of female
spies and crimefighters on TV places them in
chronological perspective and sociological context.
This book examines the history of policewomen from
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1880 to 2012, particularly in the United States. It looks at
the problems women had being accepted into the male
police establishment and at the harassment and
discrimination they often suffered from male officers. For
women in policing there were three distinct phases. First
was acceptance into forces as police matrons, starting in
about 1880 in a serious way. Second came their
acceptance as policewomen (when that title was officially
bestowed on them by employing forces), starting around
1910-1916. Third was the acceptance of female police
as general duty officers, used interchangeably with male
officers, beginning in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Not
coincidentally, a very strong and active women's
movement was the driving force behind all three phases.
While women in policing have moved from matrons in
1880 to policewomen in 1910 (with extremely limited
duties) to regular officers in the 1970s, they faced
harassment and discrimination that only worsened as
they drew closer to equality--conditions that persist
today.
This book examines the development of women in the Hong
Kong Police Force (HKP) over the past 68 years, beginning
from the early colonial years when calls to include women in
law enforcement first emerged, to the recruitment of the first
female sub-inspector in 1949, and through to the current
situation where policewomen constitute 15% of the total HKP
establishment. What accounts for these developments and
what do they tell us about organisational culture, gender and
colonial policing? This interdisciplinary work is relevant to
fields including women’s studies, gender studies, policing
studies, criminology, colonial history, sociology, and
organisational studies, and will appeal to academics, students
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and lay readers interested in the development of women in
policing.
A twenty-year veteran of the L.A.P.D. describes the first time
she fired a gun, working undercover, sexual harrassment on
the job, and her sexual relationships with men on the force.
Reprint.
Today, we take female police officers and workers for
granted. But what is the truth behind the scenes? Author
Janis Appier traces the origins of women in police work
beginning in 1910, explaining how pioneer policewomen's
struggles to gain footholds in big city police departments
ironically helped to make modern police work one of the more
male dominated occupations in the United States. 12
illustrations.
Examines what it takes to survive when a woman enters the
"biggest boys' club in America"--the police forces.
The critically acclaimed memoirs of one female police officer's
sixteen-year odyssey, beginning with day one at the Police
Academy and spanning assignments on Chicago's West
Side, one of the most dangerous areas in the city. The
notorious cops' code of silence is broken as the author
recounts incidents in the West Side projects: shoot-outs,
ambushes, and what it feels like to kill a man—just four days
out of the Academy. The stories told are sometimes tragic,
sometimes funny, often poignant, and always provide the
reader with an on the scene feel for life behind the badge.
Domestic violence, murdered spouses, abused children, and
philandering CPD brass are just some of the topics
addressed, topics that officer Gallo dealt with everyday. From
her work with gangs, narcotics, the gun task force, and acting
as a prostitute, Gina Gallo offers a gritty account of the darker
side of the city, giving readers an objective side to the cops,
crooks, and victims that comprise a the police cops world. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
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Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
From the moment she takes her first step inside the Police
station in her brand new Dr Marten boots, PC Sally Gentle's
roller coaster ride in this male dominated environment begins.
Girl Cop follows Sally's tentative start in an eye opening
career which offers her some extraordinary experiences
ranging from fascinating, hilarious and emotive to the
downright incredible. Will the spark between Sally and her
tutor constable Alex ever be ignited? Will summary justice be
served on the station bully? Will Sally complete the Bennett's
Lane Challenge to become 'an honorary bloke'?

A comprehensive social history of the role of women in
United States municipal policing.
On 27 November 1914, a monumental event in women's
history occurred - the first female police officers (part of
the Women Police Volunteers) went on duty in
Grantham, Lincolnshire. The decision would quickly have
an effect on female liberation. Suffragettes were behind
the movement to see women on the beat. The Women
Police Service was founded in 1914 in part because it
was felt women in uniform would be better at deterring
pimps and stopping girls from going into prostitution, but
also because female campaigners wanted to take
advantage of the First World War to push women into
male work roles. Early policewomen were pioneers, but
they faced great prejudice and hardship, often placed in
vulnerable positions and left feeling isolated. Yet they
were not so alone for across the country women were
taking on roles traditionally reserved for men. 27
November 1914 was a turning point: it was the day the
world changed.
Narcoterrorism wreaks havoc on the world as drug
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cartels operate as dominating, murderous dictatorships.
The powerful Irish Drug Cartel has set up drug
manufacturing plants around the world and they will kill
anyone who gets in their way. Sarah is an ambitious
policewoman from an antiterrorist unit. She's also smart,
beautiful, and extremely good at her job, which is why
she is assigned to an Interpol Incident Response Team
in Manchester, set up to find and stop The Cartel.
Alongside colleagues from the United Kingdom's SAS,
she must quickly learn new Close Quarters Battle tactics
and apply them to a vengeful and threatening battlefield.
Sarah's investigation appears to be going well until the
fight turns personal. She must now struggle to save her
friends, family, and even herself. Spanning the globe
with a keen knowledge of special forces tactics and
some genuinely shocking twists, this book warns of a
bloody, drug-addled future we may soon face.
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the
industry, this popular monthly magazine addresses the
needs of martial artists of all levels by providing them
with information about every style of self-defense in the
world - including techniques and strategies. In addition,
Black Belt produces and markets over 75 martial artsoriented books and videos including many about the
works of Bruce Lee, the best-known marital arts figure in
the world.
Bad Blood is an autobiography which is different from
any other out there, and it has some very personal
content. There are 'no holes bared' and 'the truth is in
here!'
Pamela Rhodes, one of the first British policewomen,
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tells her fascinating story in Bobby on the Beat. Back in
1950 Pam became one of the first policewomen in the
country. But the force's new female recruits faced a
sceptical public in rural Yorkshire and even before they
stepped out on the beat there were the prejudices of
older male officers to overcome. Yet from the first Pam
was thrust into the front line. From runaway bulls to
investigating ladies of the night and cases of vice, her
innocent eyes were quickly opened. And soon, spending
her days on the streets, she came to know the
neighbourhood and the extraordinary characters who
lived on the right, as well as wrong, side of the law. In the
charming Bobby on the Beat, Pamela Rhodes's tales of
life as a copper provide a fascinating glimpse of country
life now long gone - when seeing a bobby on the beat
meant all was well. Pamela Rhodes lives in
Scarborough, where she was one of the first WPCs in
Britain in the 1960s. Her unique story was picked up
when she entered the life-story competition run by
Penguin and Saga Magazine, in which she placed as a
runner-up. This is her first memoir.
So many people asked the author: 'But what does a
policewoman do?' Six years policing London's West End in
the 1950s provided plenty of answers. In this book, Joan Lock
gives them with honesty and humour. She takes us behind
the scenes, into the life of an ordinary police officer - not the
familiar CID crime buster. We accompany her 'on the beat' for
early, late and night shifts, and experience the public's
friendly, curious or downright rude reactions to a woman in
authority. The lady policeman makes mistakes, is less than
efficient at times, and even breaks some of the sacred
disciplinary rules. Her work included dealing with runaway
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juveniles, attempted suicides, abandoned babies and the
mental disturbed. She sees an astonishingly varied crosssection of London life: Piccadilly Circus at dawn, devoid of
traffic and still wet from the attention's of the council's
cleaning department; the Mall at the Trooping of the Colour
ceremony; the foyer of a cinema on a royalty-studded
premiere; hostels and hospitals, prisons and courtrooms.
There are visits to nightclubs for observations or raids, and
glimpses into training school and 'The Yard'.Her 'patch' took
in cosmopolitan Soho and wealthy Mayfair where prostitutes
lined many of the streets. In the line of duty Joan even posed
as one of them. 'On the whole,' she says, 'it was quite an
experience.'
The Village of Cincinnati appointed its first marshal, James
Smith, in 1802. Today the Cincinnati Police Department
boasts a dedicated staff of more than 1,000 sworn officers.
Throughout its 200-plus years, the department has celebrated
many firsts, such as being the first police agency to use
telephones, and has also persevered through some difficult
times, the most recent being the 2001 race riots. The
Cincinnati police have won such awards as the Best
Community Police Program by National League of Cities, the
Governor's Community Policing Award of Excellence, and
more than 35 local, state, national, and international awards.
Programs like the Cadet/Intern Program, the Civilian
Volunteer Program, the Juvenile Aid Bureau, the Youth
Services Section, and the Citizens Police Academy are ways
the police have reached out to the community to educate and
protect over the years.
Many aspects of British detective fiction are intriguingly
different from the American detective fiction. And, confusingly,
many of the British women detectives who have made it to
American television are far from typical of the latest women
detectives. This work is a study of British detective fiction with
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female protagonists written by women. Authors included are
P.D. James, Jennie Melville, Liza Cody, Val McDermid, Joan
Smith and Susan Moody. Special attention is paid to the
evolution of the British female sleuth from the 1960s to the
year 2000, particularly the 1980s, and how this shaped and
altered detective fiction. Also discussed is the effect of the
British judicial system and gun laws on detective fiction and
real life, the types of crimes women detectives usually
investigate, why certain directions have been taken and
which ones may be taken in the future, issues being raised by
the authors, and new women authors of detective fiction with
female protagonists.
This third edition provides thoroughly updated information on
the status of women in all aspects of the U.S. criminal justice
system, from incarcerated women to professionals in the
legal, law enforcement, and correctional fields. While
concentrating on the present, Clarice Feinman traces
changes in theories, goals, practices, and policies concerning
women of different racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic
backgrounds--be they offenders, professionals, or
reformers--since 1800, with a focus on why changes
occurred. This unique text is an important tool for filling gaps
in information, continuity, and understanding of issues
affecting women in the up-hill battle to transform this maledominated system.
An anthology that recounts the largley unknown history of the
Hungarian Roma during the Holocaust.
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